Developing more efficient, transparent public institutions in the Bank’s client countries requires a two-pronged approach. First, countries must build their capacity to perform functions such as policymaking and policy implementation, regulation, service delivery, and administrative management. Second, they must enhance the state’s accountability—both internally, among the executive, legislative, and judicial branches, and externally, to citizens, users of public services, and other stakeholders.

Initiatives in both areas contribute to good governance, understood as the exercise of public authority for the common good. To succeed, this approach must be based on a solid diagnosis of the weaknesses it is trying to address, accompanied by awareness and buy-in from citizens, politicians, and the international community.

How tools can help
As the Bank’s work on building public sector capacity and improving governance has increased and become more complex, its diagnostic tools have expanded accordingly. (For the purposes of this note, a tool is a technique or skill that helps Bank task managers and client country counterparts prepare, design, implement, or monitor operational work. The description of public sector governance tools in this note is limited to those that are focused on governance diagnostics, that come with a manual or other report explaining their use, and that have been used in one or more countries with documented results.) These tools help users better understand the nature and sources of governance problems and capacity constraints, and develop strategies to address them. Using these tools can increase public transparency and fuel a participatory process that mobilizes civil society and generates pressure for reform.

A recent analysis by the World Bank Institute and the PREM Network identified a diverse inventory of Bank tools for improving public sector governance (see http://www-wbweb.worldbank.org/prem/premcompass/know_learn/tools4dev/index.htm). Some provide guidance on designing interventions to achieve a desired goal. Others directly assist clients in building the capacity needed to strengthen public functions. A few are used to monitor progress and results. For example, indicators of good governance focus on identifying institutional weaknesses and raising awareness among key stakeholders. Other diagnostic tools help assess institutional context, stakeholder ownership and commitment, readiness for reform, and institutional and political risks.

Only a few of these tools are widely known and used, even within PREM. This note proposes a dynamic framework, called the Public Sector Governance Reform Cycle, to help Bank staff and clients identify tools that may be useful in their work. For each phase of the cycle, it provides examples of tools currently in use or under development.
The Public Sector Governance Reform Cycle

The proposed framework is a self-renewing governance cycle that captures and addresses five main phases of reform (figure 1). The cycle moves from identifying strengths and weaknesses in governance and raising awareness to assessing the scope for political change and reform to specifying problems and designing reforms. The fourth phase is managing the politics of reforms—in terms of engaging clients on policy recommendations—and ensuring sustainability. The cycle closes by monitoring and evaluating results, which yields information for use in policy diagnostics and adjustments in the next round. The main purpose of the cycle is to illustrate the process that helps assess and enhance capacity to build efficient, accountable institutions—while providing tools and techniques that can be used along the way.

Although each tool discussed in this note has a primary affiliation with one phase of the cycle, most cover more than one phase or are closely linked with other instruments. For example, the design of reforms goes hand in hand with monitoring, while assessing the scope for change and reform involves elements of raising awareness.

Phase 1: identifying strengths and weaknesses and raising awareness

A decade ago few data were available to assess governance across countries and over time. But recent years have seen significant progress in this area, based on research within and outside the Bank.

Country Policy and Institutional Assessments (CPIAs), produced annually by Bank country teams and reconciled within and across regions, assess how effective country policies and institutions are at reducing poverty, promoting sustainable growth, and using development assistance. Twenty equally weighted criteria are grouped in four clusters: economic management, structural policies, policies for social inclusion and equity, and public sector management and institutions.

The cluster on public sector management and institutions captures key aspects of good governance—vital for sustained growth and poverty reduction. PREM recently began compiling quantitative, objective governance indicators for individual countries to help Bank staff answer the five CPIA questions related to public sector management and institutions (see http://www-wbweb.worldbank.org/prem/prmps/publicsector/indicators.htm).

Figure 1 The five phases of the Public Sector Governance Reform Cycle

1. Identify strengths and weaknesses in governance and raise awareness. Examples: World Bank Institute aggregate indicators, Business Environment and Enterprise Surveys
2. Assess the scope for political change and reform (commitment, constraints, and risks). Example: Governance and Anticorruption Diagnostics
3. Specify problems and design reforms. Examples: Tax Administration Diagnostic Toolkit, Heavily Indebted Poor Country expenditure tracking
4. Manage the politics of reforms and ensure sustainable implementation. Example: stakeholder analysis
5. Monitor and evaluate results and adjust reform process. Examples: scorecards, Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys
Several tools are available to assess the scope for reform

CPIA ratings for governance and the other clusters are used to place countries into quintiles, and the results are publicly available (see http://sitesources.worldbank.org/IDA/Resources/Quintiles2003CPIA.pdf).

Perception-based cross-country governance indicators, developed mainly by the World Bank Institute, can also be used to measure and monitor the quality of governance and institutions. Using survey data, these indicators provide a relative measure of governance across countries. Their purpose is to generate awareness and debate, both nationally and globally, on country performance in six areas of governance (box 1). Although aggregate governance indicators perform a crucial role in monitoring governance in general terms, they provide little information on specific governance issues at the country level.

Multicountry survey instruments—such as the Bank’s Business Environment and Enterprise Surveys (BEEPSs, conducted in 1999 and 2002) and Doing Business database—analyze recent developments in institutional quality, performance, and constraints in the public and private sectors from a firm-level perspective. BEEPS is an interactive tool designed to generate comparative measurements in areas such as corruption, state capture, lobbying, and quality of the business environment, which can then be related to specific firm characteristics and performance. The Doing Business database provides indicators of the regulatory costs facing businesses and can be used to analyze specific regulations that enhance or constrain investment, productivity, and growth.

At the country level, more in-depth analysis is made possible by surveys of citizens (service users), enterprises, and public officials that ask detailed questions about types, manifestations, levels, costs, and private returns of misgovernance and corruption.

Phase 2: assessing the scope for political change and reform

The challenge of reforming public institutions and the growing focus on institution building in the Bank’s Country Assistance Strategies and lending programs have encouraged the development of institutional assessment tools. These tools enable practitioners to assess the scope for political change and reform, identify processes and constraints, find country-specific starting points, and match them with options for public action. Several tools are available to assess the scope for reform.

Participatory approaches—such as reform readiness analyses, stakeholder assessments, and beneficiary assessments—have been developed in recent years based on the premise that, to succeed, reforms must be politically desirable, feasible, and sustainable. Such approaches provide a structured method for assessing client commitment to

Box 1 Raising awareness—the World Bank Institute’s aggregate governance indicators

Drawing on empirical research in 200 countries, the World Bank Institute has developed six governance indicators that capture how governments are selected, monitored, and replaced, governments’ capacity to formulate and implement policies, and the respect of citizens and the state for institutions of governance. These six indicators are:

- Voice and external accountability.
- Political stability and lack of violence.
- Government effectiveness.
- Lack of regulatory burden.
- Rule of law.
- Control of corruption.

These indicators provide insight into why previous attempts at capacity and institution building have failed. Detailed analysis at the country, regional, and even provincial levels reveals problems and raises awareness that helps reformers and civil society promote change. The indicators have received international recognition and are used for country comparisons. Five of the indicators are part of 16 indicators used by the U.S. Millennium Challenge Account (MCA) to allocate funds to developing countries. Special emphasis is given to corruption—countries scoring below the median on this indicator are ineligible for MCA funding (see http://www.mca.gov).

specific reforms, as well as for identifying possible political and institutional obstacles to implementation.

Participatory tools and surveys also feed into the Bank’s Institutional and Governance Reviews (IGRs), which facilitate analysis of a broad range of public sector reforms. IGRs are highly country- and situation-specific, and require customized designs and good adaptation to local contexts. The reviews broadly assess the quality of accountability, policymaking, or service delivery institutions, and help countries identify actions needed for institutional change.

Surveying users of public services and disseminating the findings can enhance transparency and accountability in government and build momentum for institutional reform. One such mechanism, a Governance and Anti-corruption (GAC) assessment, was developed jointly by the World Bank Institute and the PREM Sector Unit for Europe and Central Asia. It consists of in-depth surveys of households, firms, and public officials assessing the extent and causes of corruption. GAC surveys help countries prepare action programs and promote capacity building by institutionalizing participatory approaches (box 2).

**Phase 3: specifying problems and designing reforms**

The Bank’s current emphasis on the “good fit” approach has encouraged the development and use of analytical tools that identify each country’s underlying problems and unique conditions, and that tailor reform options to local settings.

In recent years, in response to demands from the Bank’s stakeholders, assessments of fiduciary risk have been incorporated in the Bank’s analyses of public spending. Public Expenditure Reviews (PERs), Country Procurement Assessment Reports (CPARs), and Country Financial Accountability Assessments (CFAAs) are considered core economic and sector work in part because they provide critical understanding of client countries’ budget systems, including their fiduciary aspects. Recent proposals to better link these instruments include a suggestion to replace individual reports with a standardized, module-based assessment (box 3).

An important goal of public sector reform is to improve fiscal performance. The Tax Administration Diagnostic Toolkit was developed to uncover the most critical tax administration deficiencies and constraints, and
Box 3 Taking a programmatic approach to public expenditure work

In 2003 the boards of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank issued a paper calling for increased collaboration on public expenditure issues. In response the Bank has proposed a programmatic approach to public expenditure work based on supporting country-owned reforms, coordinating donor efforts on diagnostic work and technical assistance, and periodically assessing performance to provide feedback on reforms. With an emphasis on building capacity and supporting reforms to strengthen budget systems, this approach would combine a number of diagnostic fiduciary and public financial management modules into a standardized assessment to respond to the specific needs of each country.

The standardized assessment would evaluate the performance of public financial management systems, assess the strengths and weaknesses of fiduciary systems, and identify gaps in knowledge and local capacity building. It would be complemented by high-level indicators, enabling the Bank and client countries to monitor the performance of public financial management systems and assess progress over time. The standardized assessment would also provide donors with information on country efforts to improve public financial management, and inform policy dialogues with countries as well as decisions on aid modalities. Hence a standardized assessment would minimize the need for individual donors to undertake separate fiduciary assessments—reducing transaction costs for clients. A public expenditure working group consisting of staff from the Bank (PREM, financial management, and procurement staff), IMF, and other donors has prepared a few pilot desk assessments to test the usefulness of this approach in selected countries.


Reforms are most successful when implemented in a participatory manner

to identify key reform priorities. The Diagnostic Framework for Revenue Administration involves more comprehensive analysis of revenue administration, evaluating systemic dysfunctions and illustrating common problems and possible solutions. Use of this framework is a prerequisite to developing a successful strategy for revenue administration reform (box 4).

HIPC expenditure tracking uses objective indicators to evaluate the capacity of heavily indebted poor countries (HIPCs) to track poverty-reducing public spending, set priorities, and formulate action plans for further improvement.

Phase 4: managing the politics of reform

Potential winners and losers from policy reform can influence reform outcomes, and resistance by losers can undermine Bank-supported reforms. Stakeholder analysis, used by different parts of the Bank, uses interviews, qualitative data, and quantitative analysis of secondary data to assess commitment to reform proposals among individuals, groups, and organizations. Implementation of stakeholder analysis requires substantial country-specific analysis and can be an expensive, time-consuming effort (see Nunberg 2003). A new approach to stakeholder analysis, based on game theory, was recently piloted in East Asia and Morocco to better understand the preferences and behaviors of key stakeholders in civil service and anticorruption reforms (box 5).

Reforms are most successful when implemented in a participatory manner—which can be done by building coalitions of key stakeholders (such as government, civil society, and nongovernmental organizations). Such coalitions not only help sustain reform, they can also strengthen political will to improve governance. The World Bank Institute has been working on a strategy to identify capacity to solve problems and monitor implementation, and to increase transparency and civil society’s access to public services. Civil society is playing a growing role in generating pressures for reform.

Phase 5: monitoring and evaluating results

Given the increasing emphasis on results in the Bank’s work, significant efforts have been made to develop tools and indicators for monitoring and evaluating institutional performance. Public Expenditure Tracking Surveys
New tools and indicators help monitor and evaluate institutional performance

**Box 4 Designing reforms—Latvia’s State Revenue Service Modernization Project**

In Latvia an integrated diagnostic framework was used to ensure that a proposed reform—the State Revenue Service Modernization Project—fit well with the country’s objectives and institutions. The project was designed to increase the technical efficiency of Latvia’s revenue administration and facilitate the country’s accession to the European Union.

A basic questionnaire identified deficiencies in the revenue service’s organizational structure, management practices, and operational tasks and provided a basis for project design. An assessment of vulnerability to corruption in the tax and customs administration was accompanied by in-depth surveys of businesses, households, and public officials, helping to prioritize areas for reform. With the support of the prime minister, a corruption survey of government officials was conducted and followed by the creation of a State Revenue Service Asset Declaration Unit, which was later expanded to cover the customs service.

In 2001 a law established legal and financial accountability for executive agencies. The design of a three-level organizational structure, piloted in two regional offices, helped consolidate and integrate functions and restructured all local offices to enhance service delivery. After the first round of diagnostic work the State Revenue Service conducted periodic surveys to assess client satisfaction and staff morale and ethics, and started a public information campaign. Survey findings have led to changes in management and business processes, including an internal reporting and audit strategy, guidelines for dealing with corruption, a bonus system, and a code of ethics.

**Box 5 Managing the politics of reform—stakeholder analysis in East Asia**

Two pilot studies were recently conducted in East Asia based on the **Expected Utility Stakeholder Model**, a framework for analyzing stakeholder perceptions and potential policy outcomes. The model simulates a bargaining process among stakeholders, predicts how they will shift their positions, and assesses the level of consensus in support of a particular outcome. A similar exercise is under way in Morocco.

In the pilot studies, country experts helped identify all stakeholders in the reform process, the stance of each stakeholder on a reform continuum, the power of each stakeholder, and the importance that stakeholders attributed to the reform outcome. In one country the mapping of this information for procurement reform revealed that stakeholder opinions varied widely, that the most powerful coalition was against any reform, and that one player with veto power supported only moderate reforms. The most reform-minded stakeholders were new small and medium-size enterprises, which were likely to suffer the most from unfair practices. The simulation of a dynamic bargaining process revealed that positions toward reform might change slightly, but that no overall consensus could be expected. Recalibration of the model revealed that positions toward reform might change slightly, but that no overall consensus could be expected. Recalibration of the model with a slightly less demanding reform proposal by the Bank, however, indicated that in softening its position the Bank could win support from more stakeholders—allowing for a second-best solution.

*Source: Nunberg 2003.*

(PETSs) and **Quantitative Service Delivery Surveys (QSDSs)** track the flow of resources through layers of government and identify reasons for public spending leakages.

In recent years **citizen report cards** and **community scorecards**—user surveys that collect both qualitative and quantitative data on the performance of public services—have emerged as powerful tools for monitoring results, increasing accountability, and stimulating reforms (box 6). These tools aim to increase public awareness and generate bottom-up pressure to improve service delivery. Once such surveys are conducted periodically, it is expected that service providers will use the findings to adjust their efforts.

**Emerging lessons**

Because the tools for public sector governance reform and the contexts in which they have been applied vary considerably, it is difficult to draw robust lessons. Still, a few general con-
Effective use of public sector governance tools depends on their sustained political buy-in.

Conclusions can be reached in terms of analytical content and processes. The first step in addressing capacity weaknesses involves collecting detailed, specific, reliable information to address relevant questions. For tools that rely on large sets of micro data (BEEPS, GAC), a combination of quantitative and qualitative data has proven useful—making it possible to describe not only inputs and outputs but also services, processes, and related constraints. Highly aggregated data (CPIAs, World Bank Institute governance indicators) are useful for making cross-country comparisons and raising awareness. Designing sector-specific reforms requires specific, disaggregated data (PETSs, GAC). Reform programs are greatly enhanced by the use of a wide range of data sources and tools (official statistics, surveys, external agency ratings) and the triangulation of the results. Quality control—achieved through openness, transparency, and rigorous analytical methods—can enhance the credibility of results.

Finally, client buy-in and participation matter. The degree to which these tools can influence policy debates and promote capacity building is closely related to the degree of client demand, openness, participation in the assessment process, and transparency when disseminating results.

Challenges ahead

Effective use of public sector governance tools throughout the reform cycle largely depends on their sustained political buy-in. Although the Bank can leverage political commitment by partnering with other donors and civil society, such commitment is subject to constant change. As this stock-taking exercise reveals, tools to manage the politics of reform are scarce, with a few pilots under development. Teaming up with partner institutions and academia may help strengthen these efforts.

Another challenge lies in the need to move beyond applying governance diagnostics, toward implementing reforms and measuring progress on poverty reduction targets. Thus a next step could be to complement diagnostic tools with indicators that track progress in line with the targets embodied in Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers and the Millennium Development Goals.

Finally, the diversity of available tools calls for more consolidation and quality control to make them more easily accessible and relevant for operations. Ongoing work in this

Box 6 Monitoring and evaluating results—scorecards in South Asia, East Asia, and Europe and Central Asia

The first citizen scorecard survey, implemented in 1994 by an independent NGO in Bangalore, India, assessed the performance of and user satisfaction with urban services such as electricity, health care, water supply, and telephony. Using the format of a report card, the effort and its findings launched a strong advocacy campaign. As a result the worst-rated agency—the Bangalore Development Authority—reviewed its systems for delivering services, introduced training for junior staff, and (along with the Bangalore Municipal Corporation) began hosting forums with NGOs and other public agencies to solve high-priority problems such as waste management. In addition, the Karnataka Electricity Board formalized periodic dialogues with resident associations to garner feedback from users, and two other public agencies took steps to strengthen their systems for responding to complaints.

Since then agencies around the world have used scorecard surveys in a variety of sectors. In the Philippines scorecards have been used to assess pro-poor services, and in Bangladesh, Ukraine, and Vietnam to assess the quality of governance.

Care-Malawi recently developed a more local, rural hybrid of the citizen scorecard, called the community scorecard. Instead of surveys, community scorecards rely on focus group discussions with communities and providers to monitor local public facilities. They provide a local interface between these two groups, facilitating the development of local feedback loops and reform action plans.
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**Further reading**

CPARs: http://www1.worldbank.org/publicsector/cpar.htm
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If you are interested in similar topics, consider joining one of PREM’s Public Sector Governance Thematic Groups. See http://www-wbweb.worldbank.org/prem/premcompass/strategies/sectors.html.